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The Newsletter of the Network of Ley Hunters
Issue 14, Imbolc (l.t February) 20fi

Editorial address: Laurence Main, 9 Mawddwy cottages, Minilyn, Dinas
Yryqo*v, Machynlleth, sy20 9LW, wares, united fingdom. Terephone
0 I 650-53 1354. www.networkofl eyhunters.com. This is not interactive,
no email! Snail mail and telephone calls always welcome.

The Network of Ley Hunters is an informal movement for all who are
interested in leys and patterns within the landscape. This newsletter is
available on annual sub-scription of fl0 (or f20 iirrom auroao;. rtis
brings you four quarterry issues. prease send a cheque or posti order
payable to the Network of Ley Hunters.

contributions are welcome for future issues. prease send r6pt typed
'camera ready' copy, singre side A4. we have early deadrines because we
are often away (on pilgrimage)

WISE, ONES & SPIRIT PATHS

By Michael Howard

One of the first times that the concept of leys as spirit paths,
death roads, corpse ways and faery tracks was discussed in some
depth was in The Ley Hunter issue 117 n 1992. It featured a
special 12 page section with contributions from John Palmer on
Dutch ley lore, Nigel Jackson on the Wild Hunt and spirit paths,
Chris Fletcher on corpse roads, Michael Howard on church
roads in Pembrokeshire (West Wales), Nora Dowell on lych
ways connected to old churches, Ulrich Magin on pilgrim routes
in Germany, and Gabrielle Hawkins and Tom Henderson-Smith
on the Cornish coffin lines along which the departed were taken
across country in straight lines for burial.

These were at the time major contributions to a pioneering new
theory about 'ley lines' that was in its comparative infancy
within the wider Earth Mysteries community. It was a time as I
remember it when the more materialistic 'nuts and bolts'
theories to explain leys were predominant in established circles.
This was despite the fact that 25 years had passed since the
hippies of the 'flower power' era. Then counter-culfure
magazines like Gandalfs Garden and International Times
featuring articles by John Michell and others had opened
people's minds and awakened their consciousness to a spiritual
explanation for the phenomenon of 'ley lines'

The striking cover of the special issue of TLH I 17 interested me
as it was a modern woodcut depicting a young, naked and owl-
headed woman riding astride a broomstick. In the background of
the illustration was a starry night sky with a crescent moon and
two strange spiralling clouds that seemed to be alive or were
vortexes of energy. On the ground below beneath the witch's
feet was a burial mound with a trilithon as a doorway,
suggesting that it was a faery 'hollow hill' leading to the
Otherworld where she might be travelling on her besom.

If is due .(x,!

Will follow this sentence.

Please subscribe soon so that we print enough copies of the next issue.
Please PRINT your name and address clearly. Tirank youl

flf*r"'n'l$ 
*l* *n 1 , , *** *

KNOW FOR OUR DINAS

99r" fbr a day or a week. Guided warks Sunday 2g June to Friday 3
July (reserve a place on the Moot Bus Now). Nioot in Dinas Mawddwy(ryq wales) village Hail on Saturday 4huiy2Or5 10am -9pm with
refreshment breaks- Top speakers. Stalls. campsite, B&Bs, self-catering
cottages. Reserve places on Moot Bus meeting irains at Machynlleth train
station Now. Moot tickets send f30 (cheque payable to Network of Ley
Hunters) NOW. Address at top of page (Laurence Main).
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one article in this special issue calred 'witch ways' explored
the association between spirit paths and historicat witchcraft ana
although not credited was probably written by TLH's editor at
the time Paul Devereux. It described how leys or spirit paths, as
they were now starting to be commonly called, linked urri"nt
sacred sites that were natural 'power centres' in the landscape.
This was not a new idea as tlre welsh-born occultist .Dion
Fortune' (Violet Mary Firth) mentioned the concept in her
occult novel rhe Goat-Foot God published back in 1936. In fact
one character traces straight lines on a map with a ruler to link
up what are described in the novel as the imponant .power
centres' of Britain to the west, east, south and north of the
country.

They are said to be Tintagel with its Arthurian legends, Avebury
with its stone circle, st Albans with its martyred Romano-
British saint and the holy island of Lindisfarne. when another
character queries the role of St Alban in these pre-christian
landscape alignments, they are told many of the British saints
are "really the Old Gods with a coat of whitewash,,. It is also
said in the novel that many medieval cathedrals and churches,
especially those dedicated to St Michael, are built on the former
sites of pagan sun worship. (pages 87 and g9). In Judeo_
christian mythology the Archangel Michael traditionally
guarded the gates to Hell.

Many of the Michael churches, especially in the West Country,
are built on hills where pagan temples once stood, or ancient
sites like Glastonbury Tor in somerset that were believed to be
entrances to the underworld. In fact, despite the New Age hype
that surrounds it, Glastonbury or Avalon is a powerful spiriiual
centre. The Tor is also the focus of many leys or spirit paths
connecting to it from miles around. It is also haunied uy trre
Welsh god Gwyn ap Nudd who leads the Wild Hunt out from
this faery 'hollow hill'.

A Somerset folk story, first told to me in 1964 when I was at an
agricultural college in the village of North Cadbury, involved
King Arthur. The story was that after dark on Midsummer's Eve
the once and future king rode out with his warriors from inside
the Iron Age hillfort at Cadbury Castle where they slept. The
ghostly procession of the long dead travelled along a well
known spirit path from Cadbury to Glastonbury, circled the Tor
three times and then returned to their earthv tomb.

In the TLH 117 article Devereux says the popular belief that
witches flew on broomsticks was a reference to spirit travel or
out-of-the body experiences. Commonly it was called astral
projection by occultists. Also mentioned was that the 'flying
ointment' used by witches contained psychoactive plants and
herbs that aided spirit flight by causing altered states of
consciousness. It was pointed out that the use of natural
hallucinogenics and 'riding' on sticks in a rifualised context
goes back to the classical shamanism practised in Arctic
European regions and Siberia.

Following on from this, the article touched upon the medieval
legend of the Wild Hunt led by either a pagan god or the Devil
himself. The female leader of the Hunt in Central Europe was
Dame Holda, an ancient Germanic goddess of winter, darkness,
the dead - and witchcraft. Paul Devereux links this myth with
the Christian belief that witches are the 'night riders', hedge
riders' and 'dark riders' who follow the Roman goddess of the
moon Diana in nocturnal processions. In fact Diana was
probably confused by the Christian clergy with Holda.

Paul Devereux said that when they returned from their spirit
flights to the Otherworld the shamans in Siberia travelled on the
back of geese. On the Welsh Border and in northem England the
Wild Hunt was known as the 'Seven Whistlers' and they
appeared in the night sky as a flock of geese. A link between
spirit paths, witches and the migratory routes taken by the snow
goose was also mentioned in the article. Cecil. Hugh
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Williamson, who founded the Museum of Witchcraft and Magic
still at Boscastle in north Comwall, met many traditional
'wayside witches' in the West Country. They called themselves
'gander women' because they smeared themselves with goose
fat to symbolise flight when travelling out of their bodies in
spirit form. In folklore Dame Holda was said to take the form of
a snow goose. When she flew across the night sky at the end of
autumn the first snowflakes of the winter season fell from her
white wings.

Today modern traditional witches following the Old Craft of
their ancestors have a belief in spirit paths linking ancient sacred
sites. They work magically and spiritually with the 'dragon
force' or 'serpent power' (earth energy) that flows between
these natural power centres. Many traditional witches also take
the responsibility of being the stewards and guardians of any
sacred sites such as stone circles, standing stones, burial mounds
or holy wells in their locality. These witches believe that
working magically or spiritually on the land where they live is
important. For that reason they make a connection with the
goddess of the land and the genii loci or'spirits of place'. Some
will not use any form of ritual tool or object made from metal,
especially iron, at sacred sites. This is because they believe it
will drive away its 'spirit guardians' and disturb the earth
energies.

Because people interested in the field of Earth Mysteries and ley
research may not be interested in traditional types of witchcraft

and likewise some modem neo-pagan witches are not
interested in EM - this ancient aspect of spirit paths, death roads
and faery tracks tends to get overlooked. Hopefully this article
will go some way towards changing this situation and also
provide a new insight into the subject for those interested.

Michael Howard is an Anglo-Irish historical researcher, author
and magazine editor. Since 1976 he has edited The Cauldron
witchcraft magazine www.the-cauldron.org.uk

THE SEED OF TIOPE
by Laurence Main

when on a walk learn to survey the landscape as if you really do belong to
it in spirit. It is not an alien place. You are part of it; a living, breathing
part. Similarly when looking at a map, don't just focus on your route.
Stand back and absorb it, as if taking a photograph, Let it study you and,
thereby, reveal its patterns to your eyes. Let the soul ofthe land enter your
subconscious. Understand that this is for real.

So it is that Ynys Mon/ Anglesey in North wales becomes a woman's head

- a goddess' head" There is even a Uraeus (a symbol of sovereignty) wom
on her brow, like the phylactery wom by a Pharisee. This uraeus is called
Holy Island, with its port of Holyhead^ The serpent of the Uraeus in the
Egyptian headdress protects the front of the head within which is the
hypothalamus gland. This governs the body, which is a temple. The
hypothalamus gland corresponds to this temple's high altar.

This landscape head is now severed by the Menai strait, like Bran's in The
Mabinogion. Add an 'i' and you have 'brain.' It just so happens that the
high altar of our landscape giant's body-temple is located at a place called
Carmel (SH 388823). Elijah rebuilt the High Altar on Mount Carmel.
Interestingly, the grave of Branwen is nearby at SH 361849, while the
grave of Mary the mother of Jesus is at SH 412834 (read The Marian
Conspiracy by Graham Phillips, plus I was led to the exact spot by a lady
whose family owned the land and who is now in the Ynys Mon Dowsers).
But enough of Ynys Mon/ Anglesey!

The head just seemed a good place to start identifuing the landscape figure
whose outstretched arm is formed by the peninsula that is Llyn. Our
goddess' fingers point to an offshore island - Ynys Enlli/ Bardsey. Gain a
clearer picture of this goddess (ceridwen) by reading Behold Jerusalem!
By Network member Graham Griffiths (Send f20 to him for a copy at The
Bower, Middle Street, East Budleigh, Devon EX9 7DQ). Relevant
illustrations from Graham's book are reproduced here. The key thing is to
realise that Ynys Enlli/ Bardsey is shaped like a seed. As Graham Griffrths
writes, 'that tiny seed is the most wonderful and holy thing in the universe.'

My path crossed with Graham's back in 2004 after I'd prayed at Beltaine at
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Long Meg and her Daughters in Cumbria whilst on a 1404 mile
backpacking pilgrimage linking the sacred sites of Britain. We found we,d
reached the same conclusions starting from different places. We'd even
passed each other's front doors whilst researching our respective books.

My first visit to Ynys Enlli/ Bardsey (in this incarnation)was in 1998,
when I stayed (was maroonedl) for eight days. This resulted in Route I of
my book The Spirit Paths of Wales (Cicerone). It also inspired the start
of my ballad The Dream of Derfel in my book KingArthur's Camlan.
According to my dowsing, Derfel's hut was just below the summit of
Mynydd Enlli and his grave is near the tower of St Mary's Abbey. As a
test, another experienced dowser found these same spots without knowing
where I had located them. Derfel was the third abbot of Ynys Enlli/
Bardsey (after Cadfan and Lleuddad in about 570) and was the Merlin
(being the Merlin of Maelgwn Gwlmedd, not Arthur -every king had his
own merlin) who brought the l3 treasures of Britain to this island. Forget
about the list (hamper of Gwyddno Garanhiq Red Coat of Padam etc), I
put it to you that the 13 treasures were the 12 figures of the terrestial
zodiac plus the figure(s) on the fallen cross of Behold Jerusalem!. The
single secret is being open to seeing them. In Derfel's day this was Ynys
Afallach/ Isle of Apples. The apples still grow! Arthur's body did rest
here briefly after Camlan in 537,having been brought from Arthog
(Mawddach Estuary), then taken south for ultimate burial by Tegfedd in,
probably, the Wye Valley. 'St' Illtyd had Tegfedd murdered so that Arthur's
grave would remain a mystery.

So how did I come to agree with Graham Griffith's conclusion? I can refer
to my book published in 2000, before Graham's was published in 2003,
and we first became aware of each other's writings in2004.

Spirit paths or leys converge on the tip of Llyn, overlooking Ynys Enlli/
Bardsey. A local GP, Dr D.T. Lloyd Hughes, did a lot of research on these,
calling them straths. He found two focal points at the western end of the
peninsula. One is female, being the ruined chapel dedicated to St Mary at
SH 139253, above the holy wellwhose fresh water is covered at high tide.
This is Fflmnon Mair.

The masculine straths converged on Mynydd Anelog (Aiming Mountain)
This can be easily spotted from the northern end of the island. Dowsing
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on Ynys Enlli/ Bardsey I found that the primary ley went along the island
at an angle of about 30 degrees through the lighthouse and the tower that
survives at the site of St Mary's Abbey (and through Old Derfel's grave).
Look northwards along this axis line to see Mynydd Anelog, with St
Mary's included on the line in its foreground. Since male energy
converges on MynyddAnelog and female at St Mary,s (all with the
potency of being concentrated at the tip of a peninsula like the finger of the
goddess being pointed with purpose) this means that the axis ley running
through the island is drawing on both male and female energy or spirit.
when male and female mate, don't we see the creation of a fertile seed?

In Behold Jerusalem!, Graham Griffiths concluded that this island is a
fertile seed.

Ynys Enlli/ Bardsey was also called 'Fortunate'- 'lnsula pomorum que
Fortunata.' In a dream on the battlefield of camlan (ust south of Dinas
Mawddwy, Gwynedd) on the anniversary of the battle (23 June, not
allowing for change in the calendar) a few days after visiting Bardsey
Island in 1998, I had the island under the name of 'Hope Island.' Isn,t a
fertile seed full of hope?

This remembrance of 'Hope Island' struck me a few years ago. The
summer of 2009 was so bad in wales that the trip I'd booked in advance in
May kept being postponed because the weather wasn't good enough for the
boats (from Pwllheli) to dock at the island's jerfy (which didn,t exist in
1998 - we had to transfer to a dinghy then). Graham Griffiths had asked
me to take a piece of meteorite for him and plant it on the island with druid
prayers (there's a long story why). Eventually, after several months, I
managed a day trip from Pwllheli and did the job. on the boat I realised
the date was 9/9/9 (9n September 2009). pid ttris meim something? .It
could have been that May! The intention of my mission was to plant a
'seed of hope' at a time of crisis in an increasingly desperate world. Did
the goddess approve? Well, for the first time, I witnessed dolphins leaping
around our boat on the retum voyage.

Do visit Ynys Enlli/ Bardsey. If you can, book accommodation to stay for
a week or two. The O.S. Explorer map is 253 (SH l 162l l). Trains run to
Pwllheli, from where you cilr take the morning boat. Telephone 08458-
I13655, 07836-293146, or 07896-1 11983 for details of the boat to ynys
Enlli/ Bardsey. 
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The
Voyage
to
Bardsey
is like
a trip to
another
world

St Mary's
Abbey,
Bardsey
Island
(L.Main)
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The Perpetual Choirs and the Hundredth Monkey
by Thish Mitls

As most folks know by now, The Interconnectedness of All Things - From
the Perpetual Choirs of Britain to the present day was written by John
Gibson-Forty. Unfortunately, John had a massive stroke shortly after
publication, and as his publisher, I have been doing talks on his behalf.

I must confess,I had not heard of the Perpetual choirs until John Gibson-
Forty contacted me (via the BSD) and introduced me to them. The privi-
lege has been all mine. In a nutshell - and this is my nutshell because John
doesn't do nutshells! - the Perpetual Choirs were three choirs, probably
comprised of early monks, saints or Druids, that maintained ceaseless
chanting on a rolling rota basis,2417,for the ongoing enchantment of
Britain. Their area of influence dowsed as being a ten-sided Decagon.

In his book, John prepares us by providing all the information we need to
comprehend the enormity of their achievement. He first gives us a crash
course in all the different types of energy lines and leys; he covers music,
its resonance and power, and even educates us regarding cymatics.
Amongst much else, he also manages to include astronomy, astrology,
numerology, sacred geometry, the sacred yew tree,Atlantis, the Knights
Templar, and even explains how the Mayan calendar works.

And now the word is out there, book sales are strong and getting stronger,
and the Hundredth Monkey effect has kicked in. People are even singing
the lines now, in the hope of bringing back some of the enchantment.

John's second book, Forgotten Pathwoys - secret Highways into Forgotten worlds,
a sort of 'Days out on the Decagon'Gazeteer and companion volume, now available

Trish never claimed to be a speaker. "f 'm a writer,
editor and publisher," she says, "and was a bit shell-
shocked when I was asked to do John's talks for
him." Now though, after many talks throughout the
country, Trish is enjoying it, and so are her audiences.
"ft's not that it's a brilliant talk," she says modestly
(and untruthfully!) "It's a talk about a brilliant book."

Tfish will be a speaker at our Moot on 4th July 2015.
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The Burlev OIew Forest) Triansle

Alan J. Watts B.Sc.

Following the discovery that some fwenty of the most
important sites of archaeology across Wessex are connected into
a web of pyramidal triangulations (See The Pyramids of Britain
an eBook by the author) I sometimes seem to be led to special
places with the same attributes. One relatively recent one was ir
the spring of 2014 when my daughter booked a holiday for us at

a cottage in the shadow of Burley Church in the depths of the
New Forest.

Strangely, before we went, I never thought to ask for
where we were heading and so, before we rolled up there in fwo
over-laden cars, I had no inkling where Church Cottage, Burlel'
actually was. However I was soon captivated by this well-
appointed little house that was set in a most delightful Forest
setting almost under the eves of Burley Church. Nor did I realise
that it would lie on a ley that included both the Church and
Burley Castle, one of the f'ew "camps" that are to be found
anywhere in the Forest. (Fig l)

Burley Castle (SZ 199039) lay some 2 km to the
northwest of us, and was built on an apology for a west-facing
escarpment. It was obvious that the hill had been built-up in the
past and is marked as a view-point. From here one gets
expansive views over the tumuli on Vales Moor and, so the
village of Crow to the southeast of Ringwood.

To the southwest of Burley Church there is an isolated
rumulus with ttre delightful name of Slap Bottom (52206020) .

Slap marks the left-hand corner of an elegant pyramidal triangle
whose base line goes through Burley Church and its right hand
corner coincides with Woods Corner (52220044) . Woods
Corner navel lies the same 2.25 km from Castle Hill as does
Slap Bottom, proving that these three navels form an isosceles
triangle which, we can easily prove, has the proportions of the
pyramidal.

This is confirmed when again we consult the map and find
that the line between Burley Church and Woods Comer follows

the modern road almost exactly for some ninety percent of its
length before it tums right towards Great Early and eventually,
Ringwood.

Thus the shaight modern road between Burley and
Wood's Corner is still following exactly the track of an ancient
one of who-knows-what antiquity. This is why the New Forest
is such an important place for finding ancient navels and leys
because when William annexed the area for his Royal hunting
forays he preserved its ancient tracks and leys for posterity.' 

Thus if a scheme of pyramidal triangulation once existed
then it can sometimes be found intact today.

The proportions of the pyramidal triangle are such that if
the base is made 2 units, then the apothems are phi (1.61) and
the height is root phi (1.27) Using these proportions in the
Burley Triangle (in Fig 1)

2.6912:2.251 phi: 1.T1/root phi

Allowing for the error that must accompany any practical
scheme of this nature (I have found, from working through a

considerable number of these triangles, that the practical
allowed error is +/- 0.1 km)

If this triangle is pyramidal then (from the classic
proportions)

1.35 : 2.25/1.61:1.7511.27. These three ratios come out
to be

1.35 = 1.4 : 1.38 average: 1.38

So , within the limits of error adopted, this triangle is

pyramidal.
However there is also the important fact that Burley

Church stands on a navel that is at the centre of the Slap Bottom

- Woods Comer base and makes the "height-line" of the triangle
perpendicular to the base as it should be. (Fig 1)

This indicates that the navel, on which the "modern"
Burley Church stands, is contemporary with the marking of
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where Slap Bottom tumulus was to be raised and the placing of
another marker (most likely another large post) about which
Burley Castle earthworks were eventually constructed. Both of
these occupy positions that are dictated by the geometry of the
triangle.

A further piece of evidence that Woods Comer is now
where some form of marker must have been raised in the very
ancient past follows when we plot the Burley Castle triangle on
the map and see how closely the modern road between Burley
Church and Woods Corner follows the Burley Church-Woods
Corner ley . It does not significantly deviate from the line
dictated by the geometry. The modern road only deviates from
straight at Woods Comer when it goes right towards Great Early
on its way to Lyndhurst.

Thus the modern road between Burley Church and
Woods Corner must have been laid directly over an ancient
track of who-knows-what antiquity.

However the conclusion one cannot help coming to is that,
as the shape of triangle used is the same as the meridian cross-
section of the Great Pyramid so both sprang from the same fount
of archaic knowledge.

All these attributes make it evident that this design is
by no means accidental. So we are forced to conclude that the
"modern" Church at Burley lies on an archaic navel and the
positions of the Slap Bottom tumulus and the "camp" at Castle
Hill were dictated by the pyramidal geometry that resulted.
Whoever originally laid-out this scheme were fully conversant
with ttre geometry of the Great Pyramid in Egypt and had the
*':'of seuing the othemi"x'i#l 

iffffi'Ji;ts 
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The Nanteos Grail - Ian Pegler
When the Nanteos Cup was tragically stolen in 2014 it became apparent
just how misinformed the general public are abour the true history of this
artefact, thanks partly to a few scholars who downplay its significance and
partly by misreporting by the media and on the worldwide web. Ian is one
of three writers (along with Fred steadman Jones and John Matthews) who
have - for the first time ever - been working on a dedicated history of the
Nanteos Cup. The combined research done by the three authors covers
decades and draws on archive material much of which is being brought to
public attention for the very first time.

Ian Pegler works as a researcher/writer who spends much of his time in
the National Library of Wales. He is a member of the Network of Ley-
hunters, the British Society of Dowsers and the West Wales Dowsers. He is
the author of "Valle Crucis and the Grail" published by Llanerch.
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3. Sacred Places and Alignments
in northwest New Mexico, USA

by Eileen Roche

This is the third of four articles about the achievements of
the ancient Anasasi people of Chaco Canyon. The
previous two articles gave an overview of the Chaco
culture, a description of the ancient Fajada Butte
astronomical observatory, and the architecture and
positioning of the pueblos. This article is about rock art on
the canyon walls.

ln 1987 the Chaco Culture National Historical park was
designated a World Heritage Site. Whilst archaeology
informs us about ancient people's material possessions,
their art can give insight into their thinking and beliefs.
Ancient pictographs and petroglyphs are notoriously
difficult for modern people to interpret (and sometimes todate accurately); however in Chaco Can yon the
descendants of the ancient people still revere the rock art
images as sacred and are able to interpret them for us,
they are still using
them. The spiral
design is one of their
commonest images
and it represents
'emergence' and
'migration'. The spiral
on Fajada Butte (see
Article 1) and its
solstice and equinox
sun'dagger'tracked and commemorated the movement of
the sun in a yearly cycle.

It is thought that other designs marked ceremonies,
hunting, clan and personar identification as weil as the
supernatural. The designs were created in unique ways:
pecking into the rock faces with strikers and hard hammlr-

,l

)

stones, using sharp-edged stones to incise and scratch,
employing smooth stones to rub surfaces in preparation
and using bas relief. lt is
only at Chaco Canyon
that pecking, incising,
abrading, drilling and
bas relief were
combined.e Colour was
also used.

,1

I took the hiking trail
round the back of the
Una Vida Great House,
where, carved into the
canyon wall, are many
rock art panels. These
depict some interesting
themes ncluding
spirals, animals and people (see photo on previous page).
The image above may be a form of visual communication,
artistic expression, connection to the creators or
ceremonialism.l0 The trail is a quarter of a mile long and
leads to the Pueblo Bonito Great House, 8S0 - 12S0 AD

To the present
descendants of the
ancient Chaco people,
these are not forgotten
images from an
unknown past, but are
important parts of their
ongoing traditions.

ln my next and last article
I shall be describing the

extraordinary systems of mysterious straight roads in the ancient
Chacoan cuIture in, through and over the valley
e &1o Petroglyph rrair, puebro Bonito to chetroKefl rnformation Bookret
available on site. chaco culture National Historical park, National park
Service publication.
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THE PLANETARy MATRIX bv Rov Sneltine
PART II

In the last edition ol'the Newsletter we made an introduction to the
concept of a unified Primary [,ey or Energy network over the whole
Planet. we then discussed the idea of psychic crystals, in the form of
Platonic Solids, being embedded in the etheric and spiritual bodics of
the Planet. I would now wish to make two points. Firstly, that the idea
of fitting the five Platonic Solids into each other, with all fitting into a
sphere. was known to people like plato, Euclid, Leonardo da vinci and
Fra. Luca Paccioli. we have to this day documentary evidence in the
form of text and diagrams from paccioli showing his explanation and
workings of how to place the five 'solids' into each other and into a
sphere. There is even a painting by J de Barbari (1440-1516) which
shows Paccioli in the act of constructing this composite figure.
Secondly, I have to state that I am not the first person to speculate on
the possible existence of one or two of the 'solids, within ihe bodv of
the Planet.

FIGIIRE 1 David D Zink in his
book The Ancients Speak ( A
.Iourney to the Lltorld's Ailost
Mysteriou.s Megalithic Sites ).
chapter l, page 9, refers to an article
written by Chris Bird in thc 'New
Age Journal' in 1975. Bird refers to
a new (as at 1979) Russian theory
that a number of seemingly
unrelated geophysical, biological
and cultural phenomena relate to
specific points on the Earth,s
surface which can be connected in a

grid system. An examination of this Grid shows that it appears to be
related to two Platonic Solids, the dodecahedron and the icosehedron.
It is related that the dodecahedron highlights the edges of tectonic
plates, and areas of much volcanic and earthquake activity. The
Russian theory is that the Earth was once a crystal that has now become
rounded-off with evolution. but that the electrical and magnetic
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properties of the crystalline structure still exist as the
PENTAGONAL FACES OF Tfm PLANET and that these influence
events on the surface of the spherical planet. Figure No. 2 shows that
part of the Russian Dodecahedral Grid on the hemisphere of the Earth
that includes Eurasia, Africa and Australasia. The Russian
dodecahedron is not located within the Planet in the same position as
my own. I have my own reasons for orientating mine the way I have.
But I believe that to date I am the first person to go public with a theory
that all five Platonic Solids can be found within the sphere of the
Planet, not just one or two.

Perhaps TIIE most important site on the Earth is the Pyramid of Khufu,
the 'Great' Pyramid at Giza in Egypt. This has lines of four of the five
elements passing through it, Ether, Fire, Air and Water (but not Earth).
It is interesting to note that the SPHINX, the guardian of the Giza
Pyramid Plateau, although now badly weathered, once had the hind-
quarters of a bull, four-quarters of a lion, wings of an eagle (although
these have now been completely worn away) and the head of a
Pharaoh. Some Persian and Babylonian carvings still show the parts of
all four creatures on their sphinxes. It could be argued that the Pharaoh
is a man but it has to be remembered that symbolically Pharaoh
represented God incarnated on Earth and therefore represented the
Quintessence or Ether. It is the Great Pyramid that anchors the whole
ley matrix on the surface of the Earth, with certain lines entering into
the Pyramid being stabilized by important sites such as Chartres. It has
also been calculated by Geographers that Giza is the geographic centre
of the Land-Mass of the Planet.

Next issue:
Jimmy Goddard
Michael Howard
Michael Joyce
Liza Llewellyn
Laurence Main
Roy Snelling
Brian Thirtle

Truchstone
5urt"y
Eoetb

ic5

INVESTIGATIN6 LEYs 5INCE 1983
f,4 for four issues frorn: 1, St. poul's Terrace,Eoston,
Wells, Somersef , BA5 IDX
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But this presents us with a serious problem. who first recognised, and
calculated and plotted the existence of a primary network of telluric
force over the Earth's surface? who built the Great pyramid with its
attendant sphinx, such that it was to be a visible 'anchor' of the
primary network? As references to interconnecting leys have been
Ibund in ancient texts from around the world many geomancers would
suggest that the primary network, and subsequent secondary and
tertiary networks, were laid out and 'marked' at the time that Atlantis
was enjoying its golden-age, the age of the Garden of Eden of Adam
and Eve. This would be at a time a few thousand years before it
declined. leading to the cataclysm that took place about 12,000 years
ago. could the Giza pyramids and the Sphinx have been constructed at
that time?

Egyptologists are very definite that the three largest pyramids in Egypt
on the Giza Plateau were built by the pharaohs Khufu, Khafra and
Menkaure of the fourth-dynasty. However Georogists have accepted
that the cliffs behind the temple of Queen Hatshepsut have been eroded
hy water and that in the distant past North Africa had a different climate
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with abundant rainfall and vegetation. At a confbrence ol' the
'(ieological Society of America' in october 1991 Roben Schoch, a
gcologist from Boston University, stated to fellow geologists at this
conf-erence that the Sphinx might well have been built around 7,000BC,
rnaking it 9,000 years old, rather than the 4,500 years of age had it been
eontemporaneous with the usually accepted dating of the Giza
pyramids. I-Ie stated tha1, in his opinion the Sphinx has been subjecteci
to water weathering in the past. So Egyptorogists and Geologists are in
disagreement as to the age of the Sphinx and also the Great pyramid.

Irach of the Plalonic Solids in the Earth was calculated by me by using
lu combination of trigonornetry and a computer program (compuserve
v[,]RSAMAP) that could calculate the physical position of straight lines
over the curved surface of the earth. Although the five solids are
presented in their usual order, they were not actually calculated in such
order. During 1998199 I had cause 1o calculate the position of the'l'etrahedron within the Planet lbllowing on from another course ol'
sludy that I was involved with at the time. Intriguingly, this was related
t, what the Ancients called the 'F'oUR CORNERS oF THE EARTH,.
lhe Tetrahedron has 4 Apexesl In that earlier exercise the Great
I'yramid was TFIE anchor for such. The Tetrahedron edge-lines also
picked up such important sites as chartres, the ancieni pre-Roman
capital of the Northem Gauls, Knossos, the ancient .upitul of the
Minoans, and Krakatoa, the powerful volcano between Java and
Sumatra. So we already had the calcurations for the Tetrahedron.
Irollowing from this the remaining four solids were calculated in the
order where one fitted easily into another:
()rder of calculation

l. Tetrahedron:
2. Ilexahedron (cube.):
3. Octahedron:
4. Icosehedron;
5. Dodecahedron.

Irr making the calculations Ibr determining the position of each of the
l'}latonic solids within the Earth one fundamental problem emerged.
lrach figure will fit into one or more of the other figures, hence all
will fit ultimately into a composile whole- However, *h"reu, 4 of the
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figures will fit only one way into one other (e.g. octahedron apex in the
centre of each face of a cube, Tetrahedron line forming the diagonal of
each face of a cube) one figure had two possible orientations. The
Icosahedron (water element) will fit along one of the two centre-lines of
each face ofa cube:

FIG{IRE 3

j
But in respect of the figures fitting into the Planet, which one shourd we
choose? The problem is compounded by the fact that whereas the
Dodecahedron will only fit one way into the Icosahedron, if we tum the
latter figure into a different plane it takes the Dodecahedron with it.
Figure 4(A) below

FIGIIRE 4(a)

Figure 4(a) shows
one position for the
pentagonal faces of
the Dodecahedron
over Eurasia due to
one orientation of
the Icosahedron in
the Cube, whereas
Figure 4(b) shows
the altemative
orientation. Here it
will be seen that a

pentagonal face now sits differently over Eurasia.

FTGURE 4(b)

It is interesting to note
that the Great Pyramid
sits on 4 of the 5 Platonic-
solid lines in both cases.
But in one case Europe
fits into 95% of a

pentagonal face, whereas
with the alternative
orientation Europe is
divided into 3 chunks.
The Author made the
decision to choose the
former orientation and
then see what happened

when detailed leys were built onto the grid at the level of Europe, and
then England and Wales. If it seemed that there was a complete misfit
the Author was prepared to abandon that orientation and choose the
other.

To be continued as Part III

PLEASB SEND US AntY RELEVAI\T PRESS CUTTINGS!

'.,r.rrirr.rrrrw*lnesday3september2oro The GUafdian
Radimubon dating put the remains ai
45,ooo yeils old. The teu extractec
DNA, a.llowing them to rsonstruct the
oldest modem humm Senome.

The genetic material showed thebon€
belonged to a man who caried about 29i
Nemderthal DNA, a similu amounttc
people from Europe and Asia today. Th€
DNA meiltinterbreding must have
taken place at least 45,ooo yeils agc.

But amid the genomewere more
clues. struds of Neanderthal DN.r'
found in modem bumms caD actlik€

left: 3.9.2014
below: 23.10.2014

The Guudim l.Thusday23 october 2014

(;ll)raltar

o ltlest lirrown iUsttia
.rrt loundcawedincave
r l,',)l,lr.\r krom exmple of abstnct art
1,., . In r.r drscovered m a cave in Gibraltu
I L,. .,r,r r{.s of cnssoosed lines (above)

d..r r' r ill lrrlo slone 4O,oOO yeils a8o.

I lrt ir I was created by Nemderthals,
1,r,, rrrsors ol modem hmils, who utii
,,,,w lr.rri lrt+n considered incapable of

$rience
DNArevealswhenwe
bredwithNeanderthals
An mclent let bone found beside a
Siberim river hs helped scientists work
out when euly hmans interbred with
our extinct cousins, the Neederthals.

An ivory cNer spotted the bone in
2oo8 beside the lrtysh river in siberia.
The femu/s importme only rrcentlY
becme clear when a tem at the Max
Plmck institute for evolutionuy mthro-
pology in Leipzig, Gemany, ran tests.
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derthals contributed to the man's
Senetic mcestry somewhere
betwtrn 7,ooo ad 13,ooo yeils
before he lived.

The findings, published
in the joumal Nature,
suggestthat huans and
Nemderthals had repro-
ductive sex ilound 5o,ooo
to60,00() y€ils ago,
though other couplmgs
mlght well have happened
later. lrfitaffiPl*

.'1, ,r r.rt thought ud exPression.
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Enchanting the Land: A Perpetual Enquiry with Susan Elizabeth
Hale and Ian Woodcock

Following John Gibson-Forty's two books on dowsing the decagon,
Susan Hale and Ian Woodcock have been singing the lines to
harmonize the land. From the Welsh triads to the decagon, centred on
Whiteleaved Oak in the Malvem Hills, the perpetual choirs have
enchanted their imagination. Through talk, photographs, chanting and
sound exercises, they will share what they have discovered on their
journeys.

Susan Elizabeth Hale is a music therapist, singer and the author of
Sacred Space Sacred Sound: The Acoustic Mysteries of Holy Places
(Quest Books, 2007). She is the creator of Earth Day-Singfor the
Trees, an armual global event. Since 2010 over 8,000 people in 43
countries have sung for the trees they love. An Amsrican transplant,
she lives in Malvern with her husband Ian where they are part of the
Well Dressing Festival every Beltane. www.songkeeper.net

Ian Woodcock is a singer/songwriter who has been researching earth
mysteries since retiring from teaching special needs children. In 2008
he was part of the Awakening Albion Walk along the Michael and
Mary lines.

Susan and Ian will speak at our Moot on Saturday 4 July,2015

Photo by David Johnson 2014

COME TO OURMOOTS!

"friendly people"
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NE,TWORK OF LEY TIUNTERS MOOT. ISI,Ii OF'WI(;HT.
SEPTEMBER 20I4
bv.Iimmy Goddard

In the f'lrst three days of the Moot, a week of bcautilul rveather. we
were led by Gary Biltcliffe and Caroline Hoare, authors o1-The ,Spine

of Albion. This describes their research into thc ley called the
Belinus line which runs from the Isle of Wight to Scotland with
associated currents named Belinus and E,len. On trriday, l2th
September we visited All Saints' Church, Ryde, where thc male
Belinus current comes in from Binstead, visited latcr. FIcre Gary and
Caroline described the ley, originally found by Guy Ragland Philips,
running from Winchester to Carlisle. AII Saints' Church is very
large, nicknamed "The Cathedral of the Island". Designed by

Gilbert Scott, it has the proportions of a Norman church. We then
walked to the Norman-founded Church of the Holy Cross at

Binstead, which contains symbolic carvings. The first we saw was

above the gate - a hermaphroditic sheila-na-gig - bearded with
female genitals. There is said to be the grave of a giant at Binstead
(eight feet tall). On the west end there is a Green Man with
aichernicai symbols. and another as a boss in the chancei ceiling.
The Belinus current was dowsed coming through this church. The

Tinners' Way, one of the oldest tracks on the island, gocs lrom here

to Quarr Abbey. We walked along it, following the Elcn current,
past the Abbel, remains, to the new Quarr Abbey, a building o1'

intricate brickwork designed by Pugin, which seems to have a rather
Islamic appearance. Continuing along the Tinners' Way (the island
was a centre fbr trading tin and lead), we came to Puck's Pool, a fish
pond for the Abbey, but it preceded it. It has a reputation for strange
phenomena including balls of light. We went from here to
Swanmore Church, south of Ryde, where the male current comes

through. It has decorative brickwork which may represent

alchemical elements. On Saturday we began on Brading Down,
where ghosts have been seen, and strange beasts. A doctor saw what
seemed to be an Iron Age man on horseback who rode straight

through his car. Bembridge Down u,as another island, and the

Needles were part of another - mirroring the Druidic trinity. We

then travelled to a tumulus which is a node point of Belinus and Elen
(the only one on the island). It dates from 2.500 BC. It still seems to
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be tended. Nearby were a group of Scots pines where Gary and
Caroline recently found a possible megalith - a large recumbent
stone possibly in the shape of a dragon, hidden in the undergrowth.
l'-rom here we went on to St. Mary's Church, Brading, one of the
oldest churches on the island. It is on an ancient mound where bones
ol seven-foot giants are reputed to have been fbund. It was the
church of the Oglanders, kings of the island, and had a chapel with
their tombs. St. Helen's Church on the seashore by the viilage of St.
llelens was the next place visited - only the tower remains, the rest
was washed away by the sea. lt was a Norman church and the only
one on the island dedicated to St. Helen. It has been used as a

lighthouse and there has been a tradition for sailors to come here fbr
good iuck. Balls of light have been seen here. The final visit was to
the impressive views of Culver Cliff, the white cliffs where Belinus
goes off the coast. Elen leaves at the adjoining red cliff, then both
head for Bayeux in France, the next node point. Our first visit on
Sunday was to Knighton Gorges, the site of a mysterious ghost
house. This belonged to Templar knight Ralph de Gorges, one of the
knights who murdered Thomas Becket. 'lhe monks'of Quarr Abbey
cursed the house, and it was a place of misery ever since. zr waiker
heading tbr Ryde passed a house where a wild pafiy seemed to be
going on. He reached an inn and told the iandlord about this and the
reaction was that it was demolished fifty years ago. lt subsequently
appeared several times, but each time less of the house was seen. lt
was near the node tumulus. Balls of light and timeslips were
reported, and even the gargoyles on the gateposts come alive. We
visited the gateposts, and saw the remains of the statue bases there.
Continuing from here, we went to St. Olave's Church at Catcombe,
the geographical centre of the Isle of Wight. The ancient church is

the site of a strange timeslip legend, that of Lucy Lightfbot, who
seemingly 1-ell in love with a knight whose effigy was in the church.
She disappeared from the church during a violent storm, and was
then discovered in a document about the knight. Another ancient
church, that of Yaverland, is the first church of the Belinus current in
E,ngland, after entering at the red cliff's. At nearby Centurion's
Copse there is said to have been a city, and there was also a Druid's
Well and a stone. 'lhe French burnt the city in the 1300s and to this
day no birdsong is heard there. Arreton is the oldest settlement on
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El;';'ffi DiltnrSrnJenkins
the island, and the I lth century church could havc hc,r the site of a
stone circle. tt is dedicated to St. George, who c:ontrols tlic dragon
of the earth energies rather than killing it. 'l-here sccrrs ro be psychic
energy here which has sometimes caused pcoplc to bc thrown
through the air. We finally visited the church and holy wcll of St.
Lawrence. 'Ihese wells were put along pilgrim routcs. and the
energy of the undercliff here seems to create a special neutral zone.
On Monday' we travelled and walked to the Long Stone, a huge
megalith which was a Druid sanctuary. f,.veryonc f-clt a very
peaceful, welcoming atmosphere. Then we reached the Five
Barrows, where a ley I had found previousll, passes through -
I.,aurence spontaneously felt it as a powerful ley. We continued
along Afton Down past many tumuli to Freshwater, and then took a
boat trip round the Needles - the site of another Druid sanctuary - we
had then visited all three (Bembridge Down, the Long Stone and the
Needles). On Tuesday we began at St. Catherine's Hill; when we
reached the "Pepperpot" tower of the oratory, Laurence detected a
Iey going towards the Hoy Monument, our next destination. This
was built to commemorate the visit of a Czar of Russia. There was a

hermitage nearby, and a positive atmosphere here too. Along the
path, Laurence noticed another possible standing stone; although it
had the remains of a gatepost hinge, it was substantial and rough
heu,n. There seemed to be a ley l2 paces wide coming from it. We
made our way to Godshill Church, a powerful ley centre with a
legend of angels taking stones to the top of the hill. 'fhe church has
an unusual I-ily Cross wall painting and a dragon under the cross of
the rood screen" We visited the Oracle Gallery of spiritual artist
Nicola Gibhs whose work is guided by angels. On Wednesday
morning we first travelled to Shorwell Church r.r,ith its medieval St.
Christopher wall painting, and walked on to Carisbrooke Castle
along a skirting ley found by Laurence. The view from the keep was
stunning and covered much of the island, and our visit coincided
with one of the Duke of Kent. The moot was fascinating and
revealed a whole hidden face of the Isle of Wight. A total of l8
members of the Network attended this Moot.

COME TO OURMOOTS!

lsIklN,

{ .,rrnpaigner, wdter
,rrrrl supporter of the
rrrtligenous people
oI I'eru for 4o years
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neuly
,r r.. g,.rr tly thmks
r l'(. I r.rdrtional lifestyle
lr,rr rrrr vtved,
lrorrr loggers,
,u r rrpatton by
i',lrrrrrrrg Path)

Lrlwyn, whohas

ll.rlr lrrrlr

r lri ( ()utrtry. Later, as astudent of
.,r rr lil ()tDiogy at Cambridge University
( r,, /(, 7()) and mspired by thetribal
1".,,1,1r': lre had met intheAmazon,
Ir, .rrrrl r Irllow student, Pete Wade
r rr,,w t,r olessor of anthropology at

OBITUARY
Network
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DILWYN
JENKINS

(19s7-2014)
The Guardian

18.t2.2014

at the time,

in tlle South Americm

Dilyvm,
st out to wite one

publish it.

yeils since
with his

wife, The couple played host
to a motley crew ofgringo adventurers,
md to Amachenka, a puot acquired
on the Ashminkat Ene river (md later
taken back there).

After ffiiting tlle Rough Guide,
Dilwyn md Claire settled in Bristol,
where he worked for the Urbm Centre
for Appropriate Technology before
retuming to his Welsh roots at the
Centre for Altemative Technology in
Machynlleth. Altemative energ:y was
in its infmcy md Dilwyn beme a

fioneering proponent for it md for
sustainable living (when the children
were young, he and ClaiJe spent theiJ
su:meE living in a tipi in the Forest

published h rgSsAlicia For!

traftckers.
to Dilwyn was a chuismatic and

iropiring frgue, who had a strong sense
of dir(tion in lif e, a great huger fo'
adventure, md E.powerful comtmenr' tothe thlngs he believed in. Brought

' up in Bromley, souttl-east LoBdon, b)
conservative, Welsh-spea-kiag puents

I - his father, Willim; was a policeman
md later a rudge's clerk; his mother,
Olive (nee lenkins) ws a teacher - he
remained u enigoatrc malgm of' dom-to-earth son of south l,ondon
md spiritually awakened ma. He
had m extraordinry empatly for th€
peoples of the Peruvian rainforest
ud a shmmic aura, aidedperhaps
by a lifelong experience with the
hallucinogen ayahuasca.

He is suryived by Claire; his children,
Tss, Bet}Iu, Mu, Teilo mdDmy;

'gandchil&en, Tigerlilly md Tala Luna;
mother, Olive; and sister, Gaynor.
,ohn Fisher

Alwyn Jenktre, compoigner and mter
bom 22 Moy 1957 ; di& 12 Nolember 2011
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BOOK REVIEW

firlother of the lsles
JillSmith

MOTHER OF
THE ISLES

aboriginal term for the place beyond space and time, but
applies it to these Scottish lslands and of visions arising from
her sleep and dreams in these ancient power points.

As well as the chapter on Callanish, there is a chapter on
Brighde (Brigid) and on The Cailleach: arguably the two most
important 'Celtic' - or, if you prefer, Gaelic - manifestations of
the Goddess. She points out that Coilleoch may really be'Kali-
ieoch,'that is: a Western name for the dark aspect of the
Goddess, known in lndia as Koli. This leaves Brighde as'Bright',
the complimentary lighter aspect of the Goddess. And, also,
Brigid as the young Bride of the God, Cailleach is the Bride
grown old. As she says, The Cailleach is, therefore, associated
with the Winter, night-time and the Moon. Jill also points out
that the terms for this aspect of the Goddess, 'Hag' and 'Crone',
have gained unfortunate negative connotations in our
darkness-dreading, death-fearing, youth-worshipping,
patriarchal culture. Yet it is precisely this aspect that we most
need to embrace to gqin that knowledge of death, and life
beyond death and time, which (because of our fearful
repression of it) is so very lacking in our culture and the root of
so much disassociative behaviour and mental illness. She also
suggests that Caitleoch and Callonish may be connected terms.

l\s well as the Western lsles, there is a chapter on the
rreighbouring lsle of Skye. Another chapter discusses the
Sheela-Na-Gig as one was found in Rodel (a Hebridean village)
Ihe author's good scholarship and intellectual reflection
rupports her direct experience of the sacredness of these
Scottish lsles, and her careful anaysis of the etymology of the
terrns she uses is well-thought out and invigorating. lf, like me,
you are intending on visiting the Hebrides, I strongly suggest
you first get a copy of this book, I doubt you will find a better
g,uide.

- Lizo !-lewellyn

Publisher: Dor Dama Press, (Meyn Mamvro)
2003, 104pp, paperback, b&w illus.
lSBts:0951885979

Mother of the /s/es details the author's ,III,I,S}IITH
adventures and spiritual awakening in the
Western lsles of Scotland (Outer Hebrides), in particular the lsle
of Lewis where she lived for many years. While not the only
megalithic structure referenced, there is particular emphasis
placed on the famous and visually stunning Callanish Stones. I

have personally always been captivated by images of these
stones and, therefore, found the author's focussed, passionate
research and writings on them very interesting indeed. The
importance of Callanish is indicated by it being called by some
the 'Scottish Stonehenge', comparable in towering majesty. lt is
unlikely that an.yone has written about these Stones and the
Western lsles generally with such passion and sense of intimate
connection than Jill Smith does here.

The author describes her practice of sleeping out at sacred
Iocations, with only a good sleeping bag, even in the winter,
and of a 40 mile walk taken on the lsles. Unlike most British
people, she seems to prefer the cooler seasons to the summer,
a sentiment I both resonated with and found to be (pardon the
pun) a breath of fresh air in a country where complaining about
rain and cold is perhaps the most popular of hobbies. While not
disparaging the sun, she emphasizes how important the
darkness is in psychic health and in findirrg the connection with
the land and in discovering the living land's intimate identity
with the Goddess, how the cold air clears the mind and,
coupled with the power of the location, brings it to a state of
profound lucidity and insight. She speaks of the Dreamtime, an
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